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Abstract

The control dependence relation is used extensively in re-

structuring compilers. This relation is usually represented

using the control dependence graph; unfortunately, the size

of this data structure can be quadratic in the size of the pro-

gram, even for some structured programs. In this paper,

we introduce a data structure called the augmented post-

dominator tree (A’PT) which is constructed in space and

time proportional to the size of the program, and which

can answer control dependence queries in time proportional

to the size of the output. Therefore, APT is an optimal

representation of control dependence. We also show that

using APT, we can compute SSA graphs, as well as sparse

dataflow evaluator graphs, in time proportional to the size

of the program. Finally, we put ATT in perspective by

showing that it can be viewed as a factored representation

of the control dependence graph in which jiltered search is

used to answer queries.

1 Introduction

Control dependence is a key concept in program optimiza-

tion and parallelization. Intuitively, a node n is control

dependent on a node c if c determines whether n is exe-

cuted. For example, in a conditional statement, statements

on the true and false sides of the conditional are control de-

pendent on the predicate. Since statements from opposite
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sides of the conditional statement are control dependent on

the predicate in a complementary sense, it is more precise to

say that anode is control dependent on an edge; for example,

we can say that statements on the true side of a conditional

statement are control dependent on the true edge from the

predicate. In the presence of nested control structures, mul-

tiway branches and unstructured flow of control, intuition is

an unreliable guide, and it is better to use a formal, graph-

theoretic definition of control dependence. This definition

requires the following concepts.

Definition 1 A control flow graph G = (V, E) is a directed

graph in which nodes represent statements, and an edge

v + w represents possiblejlow of control from v to w. Set

V’ contains distinguished nodes START and END such that

every node is reachablefrom START’, and END is reachable

from every node in G. START has no predecessors and END

has no successors.

To simplify the discussion, we will follow standard prac-

tice and assume that there is an edge from START directly

to END in the control flow graph [FOW87].

Definition 2 A node w is said to postdominate a node v f

eve?y path from ?’ to END contains w.

Note that a node v is always postdominated by END and

by itself. It can be shown that postdominance is a transitive

relation, and that its transitive reduction is a tree-structured

relation called the postdominator tree. The parent of a node

in this tree is called the immediate postdominator of that

node. The postdominator tree of a program can be con-
structed in 0( IEIcY(]EI)) time using an algorithm due to

Tarjan and Lengauer [LT79], or in 0( IE \) time using a rather

more complicated algorithm due to Harel [Har85]. Control

dependence can be defined formally as follows [FOW87]:

Definition 3 A node w is said to be control dependent on

edge (u -+ v) G E if

1. w postdorninates v, and

2. l~u, # u, then w does not postdominate u,
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Figure 1: A Program and its Control Dependence Relation

Intuitively, this means that if control flows from node u to

node o along edge u + v, it will eventually reach node w;

however, it is possible to reach END from u without passing

through w. Thus, u is a ‘decision-point’ that determines

whether w will be executed. Let C denote the set of all pairs

(c, w) such that node w is control dependent on edge e. We

refer to the set C (~ E x V) as the control dependence

relation of the control flow graph G.

Control dependence is used in many phases of modern

compilers, such as dataflow analysis, loop transformations

and code scheduling. An abstract view of these applications

is that they require the computation of the following sets

derived from C [CFS90]:

o cd(e) = {w G V/(e, w) E C},

● conds(w) = {e E E](e, w) E C}, and

● cdequiv(w) = {v E Vlconds(l,) = conds(w)}

Set cd(e) is the set of nodes that are control dependent on

edge e, while conds(w) is the set of control dependence

of node w. These sets are used in scheduling instructions

across basic block boundaries for speculative or predicated

execution [Fis81, BR9 1]. They are also useful in merging

program versions [HPR87], and in automatic paralleliza-

tion [ABC+ 88]. Set cdequiv(w) contains the nodes that

have the same control dependence as node w. This infor-

mation is useful in code scheduling because basic blocks

with the same control dependence can be treated as one

large basic block, as is done in region scheduling [GS87].

The relation cdequiv can also be used to decompose the

control flow graph of a program into single-entry single-exit

(SESE) regions, and this decomposition can be exploited to
speed up dataflow analysis by combining sb-uctural and fix-

point induction [JPP94, Joh94], and to perform dataflow

analysis in parallel [JPP94, GPS90]. Figure 1 shows a

small program and its control dependence relation. For

any edge e, cd(e) is the set of marked nodes in the row

corresponding to e. For any node w, conds(w) is the set

of marked edges in the column corresponding to w. Fi-

nally, we see that cdequiv(c) = cdequiv(~) = {c, ~},

and cdequiv(a) = cdequiv(g) = {a, g}; all the other

nodes are in cdequ iv sets by themselves.

In this paper, we design a data structure to represent the

control dependence relation. Such a data structure must be

evaluated along three dimensions:

● preprocessing time T: the time required to build the

data structure,

● space S: the overall size of the data structure, and

● qu e~ time Q: the time rewired to Produce the answer
to cd, conds and cdequi.v queries.

The size of the control dependence relation gives an upper

bound on the space requirements of such a data structure. It

is easy to show that the size of the relation is Q( IVI IEl ), even

if we restrict our attention to structured programs. For exam-

ple, for programs consisting of n nested repeat-until loops, it

can be verified that 1131= Q(n) and ICI = Q( n2); therefore,

the size of the control dependence relation can grow quadrat-

ically with program size. It would be incorrect to conclude

that quadratic space is a lower bound on the size of any rep-

resentation of the control dependence relation. Note that the

size of the postdominator relation grows quadratically with

program size (consider a chain of n nodes), but this relation

can be represented using the postdominator tree, which can

be built in 0( lE/ ) space [LT79, Har85], and which provides

proportional time access to the postdominators of a node.

The explanation of the paradox is that postdominance is a

transitive relation, and the postdominator tree, which is the

transitive reduction of this relation, is a ‘factored’, compact

representation of postdominance. There is no point in build-

ing a representation of the full relation because the factored

relation is more compact, and it answers queries optimally.

Is there a factored representation of the control depen-

dence relation which can be built in 0( IEl ) space and

0( IE 1) preprocessing time, and which will answer cd,

conds and cdequiv queries in time proportional to the

size of the output?

The standard representation of the control dependence re-

lation is the control dependence graph (CDG) [FOW87],

which is best viewed as a bipartite graph in which the two

sets of nodes in the bipartite graph are V and E, and in which

there is an undirected edge between node v and edge e if v

is control dependent on e. Since this is a straight-forward

representation of the full relation, the size of the CD G is

Q( IEI IVI ). There have been many efforts to construct more

compact representations of the control dependence relation

[FOW87, CFS90, Ba193, JP93, SGL94], and the lack of suc-

cess led Cytron, Ferrante and Sarkar to conjecture that any
data structure that provided proportional time access to con-

trol dependence sets must use space that grows quadratically

with program size [CFS90].

In this paper, we describe a data structure called the aug-
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mented postdominator tree (AP7) which requires 0( IE[ )

space, is built in 0(\ El) time3, and which is designed to pro-

vide proportional time access to conds sets. This is clearly

optimal to within a constant factor. In fact, our approach

incorporates a design parameter a( > O), under the control

of the compiler writer, representing a trade-off between time

and space. A smaller value of a results in faster query time

at the expense of more memory for a larger data structure.

Interestingly, the control dependence graph can be viewed as

one extreme of this range of data structures, obtained when

a is less than 1/\ El. Using existing algorithms for cd and

cdeqyiv, we show that the .A7V data structure provides

proportional time access to cd and cdequiv sets as well,

completing the description of an optimal data structure for

control dependence.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we reformulate the conds problem as a naturally

stated graph problem called the Roman Chariots problem.

In Section 3, we describe the APT data structure and the

algorithm for the conds problem. The data structure is a

minor augmentation of the postdominator tree; the query

procedure for conds sets performs a walk over parts of the

postdominator tree. We also show how ATT can be used to

answer cd and cdequiv queries. Some experimental re-

sults on a model problem and on the SPEC benchmarks are

reported Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss an application

of these techniques: we show how to perform d-function

placement, the key step in SSA computation [CFR+ 9 1], in

0( \.El ) time. Finally, in Section 6, we contrast our ap-

proach with dynamic techniques like memorization [Mic68];

we also show that our approach can be viewed as an example

of Chazelle’s@tered search [Cha86].

2 The Roman Chariots Problem

We reformulate the control dependence problem as a natu-

rally stated graph problem called the Roman Chariots prob-

lem, using the fact that nodes that are control dependent on

an edge e in the control flow graph form a simple path in

the postdominator tree [FOW87]. First, we introduce some

convenient notation.

Definition 4 Let T =< V, F > be a tree. For v, w E V,

the notation [v, w] represents the set of vertices on the simple

path joining v and w in P. Similarly, the notation [v, w)
represents the set of vertices on the simple path joining v

and w in P, not including w. (In particular [v, v) is empty.)

The following key theorem is due to Ferrante, Ottenstein

and Warren [FOW87].

Theorem 1 If(u A v) is an edge of the controljow graph,

then

1. parent is an ancestor of v in the postdominator

tree, and

2. cd(u + V) = [v, ~arrmt(u)).

Proofi Note that since no control-flow edge emanates from
END, the expression parent(u) is defined whenever (u + v) E

K.

1.

2.

If parent(u) does not postdominate W, we can find a

path v --+ .. . + END which does not contain parent(u),
Prefixing this path with the edge u + v, we obtain a

path from u to END which does not contain parent(u),
contradicting the fact that parent (u) postdominates u.

We show that cd(u + v) < [o, parent(u)). Let w

be an element of cd( u + 7)). From the definition of

control dependence, w must postdominate v, so w is on

the path [v, END] in the postdominator tree. From part

(l), parent(u) is also on the path [v, END]. However,

w cannot be on the path [parent (v.), END] since in that

case, it would be distinct from u and postdominate v..

Therefore, w must be on the path [v, parent(u)),

Conversely, assume that w is contained in the path

[v, parent(u)). From part (l), it follows that w post-

dominates v; it also follows that w does not postdominate

parent(u), Therefore, if w # u, then w cannot post-

dominate IL either. Therefore, w is control dependent on

edge u + V.

u

Figure 2 shows the non-empty cd sets for the program of

Figure 1(i). If [v, w) is a cd set, we will refer to v and w as

the bottom and top nodes of this set respectively, where the

orientations of bottom and top are with respect to the tree4.

The postdominator tree and the array of cd sets, together,

can be viewed as a compact representation of the control

dependence relation since we can recover the full control

dependence relation by expanding each entry of the form

[v, w) to the corresponding set of nodes by walking up the

postdominator tree from v to w. The advantage of using

the postdominator tree and cd sets, instead of the CDG, is

that they can be represented in 0( IEl ) space, and as we will

see, can be built in 0( IEI) time. What is not obvious is

how they can be used to answer control dependence queries
in proportional time — that is the subject of the rest of the

paper.

For example, in the postdominator tree of Figure l(b),

[d, a] denotes the set {d, ~, c, a}, while [cl, a,) represents the

set {d, ~, c}. This notation is similar to the standard math-

ematical notation for open and closed intervals of the line.

3We ~s~ume that [he postdominator relation is computed using HareI’s

algorithm; if the Lengauer and Tarjan algorithm is used, preprocessing time

becomes O(IEICZ(IE])),

4As an aside, we remmk that the bottom-closed, top-open representation

for the sets has been chosen here since it is the most immediate to obtain
in our application. In general, a closed set[b, t], in which t is an ancestor

of b, is readily converted into the equivalent half-open one [b, parent(t)),

in constant time The conversion of set [b, i) into a closed one is less

straightforward, and takes time proportional to the number of children of

t,assuming that ancestorship can be decided in constant time However, if

the conversion has to be performed for a batch of half-open sets A, it can

be accornphshed in time 0( IV I+ IA ]) by a depth-first traversal of the tree.

We do not need this conversion,
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Figure 2: Compact Representation of Control Dependence

For the purpose of exposition, it is convenient to assume

that the array of cd sets, which is indexed by CFG edges

in Figure 2, is indexed instead by the integers 1.. m, where

m is the number of CFG edges for which the corresponding

cd sets are non-empty. We will assume that the conversion

from an integer (between 1 and m) to the corresponding

CFG edge and vice versa can be done in constant time.

We can now reduce the control dependence problem to a

naturally stated graph problem.

Roman Chariots Problem: The major arteries of the

Roman road system are organized as a rooted tree in which

nodes represent cities, edges represent roads and the root

of the tree is Rome 5. Public transportation is provided

by chariots, and the cities on each chariot route are totally

ordered by the ancestor relation in the tree. Given a rooted

tree T =< V, F, ROME > andan array A[l. .m] of chariot

routes in which each route is specljied by its endpoints as

Iv, w], where v is a descendant of w in T, design a data

structure to answer the following queries optimally.

1. cd(n): Enumerate the cities on route n.

2. conds(w): Enumerate the set of routes that serve city

w.

3. cdequiv(w): Enumerate the set of cities that are

served by all and only the routes that serve city w.

The control dependence problem is reduced to the Roman

Chariots problem as follows, Procedure ConstructRoman-

Chariots in Figure 3 takes a control flow graph as input, and

5A thorough ]jterature search failed to turn up any historical evidence

to support this statement, but it is a matter of record that all roads led to

Rome [CicBC], just as in a tree rooted at Rome!

Procedure ConstructRomanChariots(G:CFG):Tree, RouteArray;

{
1: % G is the control flow graph,

2: T:= build-postdominator-tree(G);

3: .4 := [ ]; %Initialize to empty array

4: i := o;

5: for each node u in Tin top-down order do

6: for each child c of u do

7: for each edge (c --i v) in G do

8: if f) is not u

9: then %append a cd set to end of A

10: i :=; +1;

11: .4[2] := [v, U);

12: Note the correspondence between

13: edge c -+ II and index i;

14: endif

15: od

16: od

17: return T, .4;

}

Figure 3: Constructing a Roman Chariots Problem

returns the corresponding Roman Chariots problem. As-

suming the postdominator tree can be built in time O(IEI),

procedure ConstructRomanChariots takes time O(IEI),

and space 0({,??1). Control dependence queries are handled

as follows.

o

e

e

cd(?{ + v): If o is parerd(u), return the empty set.

Otherwise, let i be the index into array .4 for edge

u -+ v. Execute the Roman Chariots query cd(i),

conds(w): Execute the Roman Chariots query

conds (w), and translate each integer (between 1 amd

m) returned by this query to the corresponding CFG

edg,e.

cdequiv( w): Execute the corresponding Roman Char-

iots query cdequiv(w),

The correctness of this reduction follows immediately

from Theorem 1 and Procedure ConstructRomanChari-

ots, In the construction of Figure 3, the cd sets in .4 are

sorted by decreasing top nodes; that is, if t 1 is a proper an-

cestor of t2 in the postdominator tree, then any cd set whose

top node is tl is inserted in the array before any cd set whose

top node is t2. We will exploit this order when we build the

APT structure in Section 3. Note that for a general Roman
Chariots problem (not arising from a control dependence
problem), this sorting can be done by a variation of Pro-

cedure ConstructRomanChariots, in time 0(1.41 + \Vl ).

This is within the budget for preprocessing time given be-

low. Therefore, we will assume without loss of generality

that.4 has been sorted in this way.

The rest of the paper establishes the following result.
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Theorem 2 There is a data structure APT for a Roman

Chariots problem (T =< V, F, ROME >, .4) which can

be constructed in time T = O(IAI + (1+ l/a)lVl), and

storedin space S = 0(1.41 + (1 + l/a)\Vl), where a >0

is a design parameter By traversing APT, the following

queries can be answered.

* cd(c): Query answered in time proportional to output

size. The time is independent of a.

● conds(w): Query answered in time 0((1 + ck)s)

wheres is output size.

& cdequiv(w ): Query answered in time proportional

to output size. The time is independent of a.

For the special case of a tree which is the postdominator

tree of a control flow graph, (i) IAI S IEI, and (ii) IV I <

IEl + 1, since the control flow graph is connected. Therefore,

we have the following result.

Corollary 1 Given a CFG G = (V, E), structure APL? can

be built in 0( [E\) preprocessing time and space, and pro-

videsproportional time access to cd, conds and cdequiv

sets.

3 APT: Solving the Roman Chariots

Problem Optimally

The APT data structure to solve a Roman Chariots problem

(T, .4) is an augmentation of the tree T, and is described

incrementally in this section.

3.1 cd queries

cd queries are easy: if the query is cd(i), where i is between

1 and m (the size of .4), let [v, w) be the ith route in .4. Walk

up the tree T from node v to node w, and output all nodes

encountered in this walk, other than node w. This takes

time proportional to the size of the output. This algorithm

is similar to one due to Ferrante et al [FOW87].

3.2 conds queries

One way to answer conds queries is to examine all routes

in array .4, and report every route whose bottom node is

a descendant of the query node, and whose top node is a

proper ancestor of the query node. This requires examining

all routes in A, which is too slow.

A better approach is to limit the search to routes whose

bottom nodes are descendants of the query node, since these

are the only routes that can contain the query node. To fa-

cilitate this, we will assume that at every node v, we have
recorded all routes whose bottom node is v; then, the query

procedure must visit the subtree of the postdominator tree

rooted at the query node, and examine routes recorded at

these nodes. This is shown in Figure 4(a). The space taken

by the data structure is S = 0( IV I + IA I), which is optimal.

However, in the worst case, the query procedure must exam-

ine all nodes and all routes (consider the query conds (END)),

so query time is Q = O(IAI + 11’1), which is too slow. To

speed up query time, we extend this idea as follows. Rather

than store a route only at its bottom node, we can store the

route at every node contained in the route, as in Figure 4(b).

Given a query at node q, the query procedure simply outputs

all routes stored at that node; if IAq I is the size of this output,

this takes time Q = 0(\ .41 l), which is optimal. Unfortu-

nately, this strategy produces the control dependence graph

in disguise, and therefore blows up space requirements. For

example, for the Roman Chariots problem arising from a

nested repeat-until loop, the reader can verify that Q( 1.41)

routes each contain Q( \VI ) nodes and hence are represented

in as many lists, requiring space S = Q( IV IIAl) overall,

which is far from optimal.

These considerations suggest that there is a space-time

tradeoff in computing conds sets — ‘caching’ information

at nodes on a route reduces query time, but increases storage

requirements. Let us call the two extremes of caching no

caching (store a route only at its bottom node), and full

caching (store a route at every node contained in the route).

To explore the trade-off, we consider caching information

at some but not necessarily all nodes on a route. Informally,

we can say that the nodes in the tree are partitioned into

zones, and all the nodes in a zone share cached information

in the sense that even if a route contains two or more nodes

from a zone, it is cached at exactly one node in that zone. In

Figure 4(c), there are six zones induced by the following sets

of nodes: {a, b,c}, {d}, {e}, {f, g}, {sTART} and {END}.

Note that even though Chariot Route 1 contains both nodes

a, and c, it is stored only at node o.; similarly, it contains both

f and g but is stored only at node ~.

To quantify the space-time trade-off, we must define zones

formally. We require that a zone be formed by a subset of

nodes in the tree, such that these nodes and the edges in T

between them form a tree. For simplicity, we will require

that any node v in a zone can be classified either as an

interior node, which means that w and its children are all in

the same zone, or as a boundary node, which means that v

and its children are all in different zones; by convention, the

leaves of the tree are boundary nodes. Intuitively, this rules

out the possibility that some but not all the children of a node

are in the same zone as itself. In Figure 4, boundary nodes

are shown as solid dots, while interior nodes are shown as

hollow dots; for example, in Figure 4(c), nodes c and g are

interior nodes, while all other nodes are boundary nodes,

The details of our zone partitioning algorithm will be given

in Section 3.2.1.

Assuming that zones are given to us, we can define how

routes are cached in the tree. With each node v E V, we

associate a list of routes L [v], defined formally as follows.

Definition 5 Zf v is an interior node, L[v] is the list of all

routes whose bottom node is v; ifv is a boundary node, L[v]

is the list of all routes containing v.
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The motivation for this definition becomes obvious if we

think about the query procedure. When a node q is queried,

the query procedure visits all descendants of q that are in the

same zone as q (call this set Zq), and for each visited node
V, reportsallroutesinL[t)]whosetopendpoint t is a proper

ancestor of q. For example, in Figure 4(c), a query at node

g results in visits to nodes g and ~. Using the definition of

L [v], we can see that Ag C Uuez, L [v]. A route containing a

given query node q must originate at a descendant b of q; so

if b < 21, then the route is in L [b], and otherwise, the route

enters Z~ through some boundary node w, and is in L[w].

To avoid examining routes unnecessarily, we will assume

that each list L [v] is sorted by top end point, from higher

(closer to the root) to lower. Examination of routes in a list

L [v] can terminate as soon as a route [b, t) not containing

q is encountered; further routes on the list terminate at a

descendant oft and do not contain the query node q.

It follows immediately that the query time is proportional

to the sum of the number of visited nodes and the number

of reported routes. If we define the subzone Zq associated

with a node q to be the set of descendants of q that are in the

same zone as q. The query time for node q can be written as

follows:

A simple implementation of this query procedure is given
in Figure 5. Boundary nodes are distinguished from interior

nodes by a boolean named Bnsiry? which is set to true for

boundary nodes and to false for interior nodes; the algo-

rithm for determining which nodes are boundary nodes will

Procedure Query(QueryNode);

{
1: % APT data structure is global variable;

2: % Query outputs list of routes numbers

3: Visit(QueryNode, QT/eryNode);

}
Procedure Visit(QueryNode, Visit Node);

{
1:
2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

15;

}

for each route i in L[VisitA’ode]

in list order do

let .4(i) be [b, t);

ift is a proper ancestor of Q~~cryAiode

then output i;

else break; ‘%o exit from the loop

od ;

if Vi.SitiVode is not a boundary node

then

for each child C of VisitNode

do

Visit(QveryA70de,C)

od ;

endif;

Figure 5: Query Procedure for conds

be described in Section 3.2.1. In line 4 of Procedure Visit,

testing vvhether t is a proper ancestor of Qu erylNode can be

done in constant time as follows: since i and QueryNode

are ordered by the ancestor relation, we can give each node

a clfs (a[epth-first search) number, and establish ancestor-

ship by comparing dfs numbers. Since dfs numbers are

already assigned by postdominator tree construction algo-

rithms [LT79, Har85], this is convenient. Alternatively, we

can use level numbers in the tree.

3.2.1 Algorithm for Determining Zones

Let us first require that the following inequality holds for all

nodes q; a is a design parameter.

12,1< Q1.4q]+ 1 (2)

Intuitively, this means that the number of nodes visited when

q is queried is at most one more than some constant propor-

tion of the answer size (the additive term of 1 is required

because a node may not be contained in any route (1.4ql = 0),

but the query procedure must nevertheless visit the queried

node to determine this). This guarantees that the amount

of work we do for a query is proportional to the output

size, provided the output is non-empty, as we can see by
combining Equations (1) and (2); for o: a constant, this is

asymptotically optimal.

Q = 0((1 +a)l.4,1) (3)
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Can we build zones so that Inequality 2 is satisfied, with-

out blowing up storage requirements? One bit is required

at each node to distinguish boundary nodes from interior

nodes, which takes 0( IVI) space. The main storage over-

head arises from the need to list all overlapping routes at a

boundary node, even if these routes originate at some other

node. This means that a route must be entered into the L[V]

list of its bottom node, and of every boundary node between

its bottom node and top node. To keep storage requirements

in check, our zone construction algorithm builds zones in a

bottom-up, greedy way, trying to making zones as large as

possible without violating Inequality 2. More precisely, a

leaf node is always a boundary node. For a non-leaf node u,

we see if v and its children can be placed in the same zone

without violating Inequality 2; if not, v is made a boundary

node, and otherwise, v is made an interior node. Formalizing

this intuitive description, we can define subzones precisely.

Definition 6 If node v is a leaf node or

(l+xf,cch;ki,en(.) lZU\) > (alAVl+l), thenv is abound-

ary node and Z,j is {v}. Otherwise, v is an interior node

and Z~ is {w} uu~childrerz(v) zt~.

Note that the term (1 + xt,~.h,ildren(v) IZUI) is simply

the number of nodes that would be visited by a query at node
v if v is made an interior node. If this quantity is larger than

(al.4,, I + 1), Inequality 2 fails, so we make v a boundary

node. Zones are simply maximal subzones: that is, subzones

that are not contained within a larger subzone.

3.2.2 Bounding Storage Requirements

The definition of zones lets us bound storage requirements

as follows. Denote by X the set of boundary nodes that are

not leaves. If v c (V – X), then only routes whose bottom

node is v are listed in .L[v]. Each route in A appears in the

list of its bottom node and, possibly, in the list of some other

node in X. For a boundary node v, IL [v] I = 1.4.1. Hence,

we have:

(4)

From Definition 6, if w E X, then

IAVI < ~ \Z,,l/ci, (5)

uschildren(v)

When we sum over v s X both sides of Inequality (5), we

see that the right hand side evaluates at most to IV] /a, since

all subzones Z.’s involved in the resulting double summa-

tion are disjoint. Hence, ZVGX IAV I S IV [/a, which, used

in Equation (4) yields:

~ ILIU]I <1.41 + \v\/ct. (6)
Usv

In conclusion, to store A7YT, we need 0(\ V I) space for

the postdominator tree, 0( IVI ) further space for the Bndry?

bit and for list headers, and finally, from Inequality(6),

0( IAI + IV I/a) for the list elements. All together, we

have S = 0(1.4\ +(1 + l/ct)lVl), as stated in Theorem 2.

We observe that design parameter a embodies a tradeoff

between query time (increasing with a) and preprocessing

space (decreasing with a). In fact, for a < 1/I Al, we obtain

single-node zones (essentially, the control dependence graph

since every node has its overlapping routes explicitly listed)

and, for CY~ \V 1,we obtain a single zone (ignoring START

and END and assuming \A,, I > 0 for all other nodes, which

is the case for the control dependence problem). Small con-

stant values such as CY= 1 yield a reasonable compromise.

Figure 4(c) shows the zone structure of the running example

fora = 1.

3.2.3 Preprocessing Algorithm

We now describe an algorithm to construct the search struc-

ture APT in linear time. The preprocessing algorithm takes

three inputs:

e

e

●

Tree T for which we assume that the relative order

of two nodes one of which is an ancestor of the other

can be determined in constant time. For the control

dependence problem, this is the postdominator tree.

The array of routes, .4, in which routes are sorted by

top endpoint. For the control dependence problem, this

array is constructed by Procedure BuildSortedRoutes

shown in Figure 3.

Real parameter a 20, which controls the space/query-

time tradeoff, as described in the previous section.

The preprocessing algorithm consists of a sequence of

few

1.

2.

3.

simple stages.

For each node v, compute the number of routes whose

top node (resp. bottom node) is v. Let b[v] (resp. t [v])

be the number of routes in .4 with bottom (resp. top)

endpoint at v. To compute b[v] and i [v], two counters

are set up and initialized to zero. Then, for each route

in .4, the appropriate counters of its endpoints are in-

cremented. This stage takes time 0( IV I + \Al ), for

the initialization of the 21VI counters, and for constant

work done for each of the IAl routes.

Compute, for each node v, the size 1.4. I of the an-

swer set .4V. It is easy to see that 1A,, I = b[v] –

‘[v] + ~ucchtidren(v) 1.4U1. This relation allows us to

compute the \AV I values in bottom-up order, using the

values of b[v] and t [v] computed in the previous step,

intime O(lVl).

Determine boundary nodes. The objective of this step

is to set, at each node, the value of a boolean variable

Bndry?[v] that identifies boundary nodes. Definition 6

can be expressed in terms of subzone size z [v] = \20 I

as follows.
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(b) Values Computed During Preprocessing

Figure 7: Construction of APT Structure

If v is a leaf or (1 + ~.,~chiidre,z(t~) 3[U]) > (cll.4,)1 +

1), then v is a boundary node, and Z[V] is set to 1.

Otherwise, v is an interior node, and Z[V] = (1 +

Z?,echildren(v) z[~l)”

Again, Z[V] and Bndry?[fl] are easily computed in

bottom-up order, taking time O(IVI).

Determine, for each node t), the next boundary node

NziBndry[v] in the path from v to the root. If the par-

ent of v is a boundary node, then it is the next boundary

for v. Otherwise, v has the same next boundary as its

parent. Thus, NztBndry[v] is easily computed in top-

down order, taking 0( IV 1) time. A special provision

is made for the root of T, whose next bounda3y is set

by convention to –co, considered as a proper ancestor

of any node in the tree.

Construct list L[v] for each node v, By Definition 5, a

given route [b, t) appears in list L[v] for v c W, where

W contains b as well as all boundary nodes contained

by [b, t). Specifically, let W = {to. = b, ZO1,.... Wk},

where W, = NziBndry[wi-l], for i = 1,2, ..., k and

Wk is the proper descendant of tsuch that t is a descen-

dant of lVzfBndry[wk].

Lists L [v]’s are formed by scanning the routes in A in

which routes have been entered in decreasing order of

top endpoint. Each route p is appended at the end of

(the constructed portion of) L [v] for each node v in the

set W corresponding to p. This procedure ensures that,

in each list L [v], routes appear in decreasing order of

top endpoint.

This stage takes time proportional to the number of

append operations, which is ~Uev ]LIv]I = o(l~l +

Iv//a).

In conclusion, we have shown that the preprocessing time

T == 0(/.41 +(1 + l/a)lVl), as claimed.

Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code for building the search

structure APT. All the preprocessing, including construc-

tion of the route array A, can be done in one top-down and

one bottom-up walk of the postdominator tree, followed by

one traversal of the route array.

3.3 cdequiv queries

To solve the cdequiv problem efficiently, we exploit an al-

gorithm of Johnson, Pearson and Pingali for identifying tree

nodes contained in the same set of routes [JPP94, Section

3]. This algorithm requires 0( [Al + IV I) time and space,

During preprocessing, we execute this algorithm, and then

chain nodes in each equivalence class into a cycle, using a

field Cat each node, which is made to point to the next node
in the cycle. Given a query cdequiv(v), we traverse the cy-

cle associated with node v and output all nodes encountered

in this traversal.
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Procedure PreProcessing(Ttree,A: RouteArray,a:real);

{
1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13;

14:

15:

16:

17:

18:

19:

20:

21:

22:

23:

24:

25:

26:

27:

28:

29:

30:

31:

32:

33:

34:

35:

36:
37!

38:

}

910b[v] /t [v]: number of routes with bottom/top node t

for each node v in T do

b[v] := t[v] := O; od

for each route [x, y) in A do

Increment 6[$];

Increment t[y];

od ;

%Determine boundary nodes.

for each node v in Tin bottom-up order do

%Compute output size when v is queried.

(I(v] := b[v] - t[v] + ~l~~c~,t~~ren(t})~[?~];

z[v]:= 1 + Z~GCM~.~~tV)Z[U]; %Tentativezonesize.
if (v is a leaf) or (z[v] > a * a[v] + 1)

then ~o Begin a new zone

Bndry?[v] := true;

Z[v] := 1;

eke ToPut v into same zone as its children

Bndry?[v] := false;

endif

od ;

To Chain each node to the jirst boundary node that is

an ancestor

for each node v in T in top-down order do

if w is root of postdominator tree

then NztEIndr-y[v] := - m;

else if 13ndry?[parent(v)]

then N$tJ3ndry[v] := parent(v);

else Nxtl?ndry[v] := Nztl?ndry[parent( v)];

endlf

endif

od

% Add each route in A to relevant L[v]

fori := 1 to IAI do

let .4[i] be [b, t);

w := b;

while i is proper ancestor of w do

append i to end of list L[vJ];

w := NxtBndry[w];

od

Figure 6: Building the AT7 Structure

An interesting point to note is that the algorithm for

cdequiv in [JPP94] uses the depth-first tree of the undi-

rected version of the control-flow graph, in which the

analogs of routes are back edges. This algorithm is based on

a non-trivial characterization of cdequiv classes in terms

of cycle equivalence, a relation that holds between two nodes

when they belong to the same set of cycles. This charac-

terization, which is remarkable in that it does not make any

explicit reference to the postdominance relation, allows the

cdequiv relation to be computed in less time than it takes

to compute the postdominator tree. However, since post-

dominator information is available in A’PT, the reduction

to cycle equivalence is not needed here.

3.4 Summary

We can summarize the data structure A’P?_ for the Roman

Chariots problem as follows,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7’: tree that permits top-down and bottom-up traversals

.4: array of chariot routes of the form [v, w) where w

is an ancestor of v in T

dfs[v]: djs number of node v

l?ndr~?[v]: boolean, Set to true if v is a boundary

node, and set to false otherwise

L[v]: list of chariot routes. If v is a boundary node,

L[tI] is a list of all routes containing v; otherwise, it is

a list of all routes whose bottom node is v.

C[v]: node. Node next to v in cdequiv equivalence

class of v

Two aspects of our AK? implementation for the control

dependence problem are worth mentioning. Rather than use

cd sets, we work with the corresponding CFG edges, and

the conversion to cd sets is done on the fly, using the post-

dominator tree (see Figure 7(c)). This enables the output of

conds queries to be produced directly without translation

from integers to CFG edges, eliminating a data structure

that would be needed for this translation. Finally, in pro-

cedure Query of Figure 5, it is worth inlining the call to

procedure Vkit, and eliminating ancestorship tests on routes

cached at the query node itselfi if full caching is performed,

the overhead of a conds query in A’P7, compared to that

in the CDG, reduces to a single conditional test,

4 Experiments

For control dependence investigations, the standard model

problem is a nest of repeat-until loops, where the problem

size is the number of nested loops, n. Figures 8(a) and (b)

show storage requirements as problem size is varied. The

storage axis measures the total number of routes stored at

all nodes of the tree. The storage required for the CD G

is n,(n + 3) which grows quadratically with problem size

as expected. For a fixed problem size, the storage needed

for APT is between the storage needed for the CDG (full
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caching) and the storage needed if there is no caching (the

dotted line at the bottom of Figures 8(a,b)).

Consider the graph for a = 1/32 in Figure 8(a). For small

problem sizes (between 1 and31 ), storage requirements look

exactly like those of the CDG. For problem sizes larger

than 63, storage requirements grow linearly. In between

these two regimes is a transitory region. A similar pattern

can be observed in the graph for o = 1/16, These results

can be explained analytically as follows. From Equation 2,

it follows that every node is in a zone by itself if, for all nodes

q! lz~l s CY141+ I <2. Thismeansthatfor all nodes L
1.4.TI< l/a. If the nesting depth is n, it is easy to verify that

the largest value of lAql is (n+ 1). Therefore, if n < (1 /a)–

1, all nodes are in zones by themselves, which is the case

for the CDG. This analysis shows the adaptive nature of

the APT data structure. Intuitively, 1/a is a measure of the

‘budget’ for space — if the problem size is small compared

with the budget, the algorithm performs full caching. As

problem size increases, full caching becomes more and more

expensive, until at some point, zones with more than one

node start to appear, and the graph for APT peels away from

the graph for the CDG. A similar analytical interpretation is

possible for Figure 8(b) which shows storage requirements

for a > 1. Finally, Figure 8(c) shows that for a fixed

problem size, storage requirements increase as a decreases,

as expected. The dashed line is the minimum of the CDG

size and the right hand side of Inequality 6 for n = 100; this

is the computed upper bound on storage requirements, and

it clearly lies above the graph of storage actually used.

Figure 8(d) shows that for a fixed problem size, worst

case query time decreases as ~ decreases. Because actual

query time is too small to measure accurately, we measured

instead the number of routes examined during querying (say

r), and the number of nodes in the subzone of the query

node, other than the query node itself (say s). The y-axis is

the sum (r+ 2s), where the factor of 2 comes from the need

to traverse each edge in the subzone twice, once on the way

down and then again on the way back up. Note that each

graph levels off at its two ends (for very small a and for very

large a) as it should. It is important to note that the node

for which worst-case query time is exhibited is different for

different values of a. In other words, the range of query

times for a fixed node is far more than the 5:1 ratio seen in

Figure 8(d).

Finally, Figures 8(e,f) show how preprocessing time

varies with problem size, and with a. These times were

measured on a SUN-4. Note that for a > 1/8, preprocess-

ing time is less than the time to build the postdominator

tree; even for very small values of a, the time to build the

AlZ7_ data structure is no more than twice the time to build

the postdominator tree. This shows that preprocessing is

relatively inexpensive.

‘Real’ programs, such as the SPEC benchmarks, are less

challenging than the model problem. Note that the ratio of

storage required for full caching to the storage required for

no caching is simply the average number of nodes in a char-

iot route. In terms of the control dependence relation, this is

the average number of nodes that are control dependent on a

CFG edge, considering only CFG edges with non-empty

ccl sets, For the model problem of nested repeat-until loops,

this number grows with problem size. For procedures in

the SPEC benchmarks, this number is fairly independent of

problem size, and is close to 2, as can be seen in Figure 9(a).

This is because the height of the postdominator tree of most

real prclgrams is quite small, and it is more or less indepen-

dent of program size (for example, in the SPEC benchmarks,

most procedures have a postdominator tree height less than

25, and only procedure iniset.f in doduc has a postdominator

tree hei,ght of more than 75). Therefore, in practice, the size

of the C’DG grows linearly with program size, as is seen

in Figure 9(a). We conclude that the AKT data structure

can reduce storage requirements for caching by about a fac-

tor of half, and this can be seen in Figures 9(a,b). Query

time was not significantly affected when Q was set to 1; for

larger values of a, query time for a few nodes was affected,

but on the whole, the effect was small, Finally, for every

procedure in the SPEC benchmarks, preprocessing time to

construct APT is a small fraction of the time to build the

postdominator tree.

5 Applications

The APT data structure can be used to design an optimal al-

gorithm for finding the dominance frontier of a node, which

is the key step in conversion to Static Single Assignment

(SSA) form [SS70, CFR+9 1]. In conversion to SSA form,

dummy assignments called +$-functions are introduced into

the program in such a way that every use of a variable is

reached by at most one real or dummy assignment. The

APT diita structure can be used to convert a program to

SSA form in 0( IEl) time per variable; the related problem

of computing sparse dataflow evaluator graphs can also be

solved using the same idea.

First, ‘we review the standard definition of dominance.

Definiticm 7 A node w is said to dominate a node v ifevery

path from START to v contains w.

It is well-known that any algorithm computing the post-

dominance relation can be used to compute the dominance

relation by applying this algorithm to the reverse controljlow

graph, the control flow graph obtained by reversing all con-

trol flow edges and interchanging START and END[LT79].

Definition 8 The edge dominance frontier of a node w in

a control~ow graph is a set of edges, denoted by edf ( w),

such (v -~ u) c edf(w) if

1. w dominates v, and

2. f w # u, then w does not dominate u.

This definition is similar to that of Cytron etal [CFR+91].

Comparing this to Definition 3, it is clear that (v -+ u)
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belongs to edf(w) iff (u 4 v) belongs to conds(zu) in

the reverse control flow graph. Therefore, an optimal data

structure for the dominance frontier problem is obtained by

constructing an APT data structure on the reverse control

flow graph (this data structure can be viewed as an aug-

mented dominator tree on the forward control flow graph).

Given a query for edf (w), node w is queried in the data

structure using the query procedure of Figure 5, and each

edge produced by the query procedure is reversed before

being output.

To find the SSA form of a program, a set of nodes s

containing assignments to a variable is given, and it is de-

sired to find a set T such that T is closed in the following

sense: if node t belongs to T, and (v + u) belongs to

edf (t), then u belongs to t. This is called an iterated domi-

nance frontier computation, and dummy assignments called

&functions must be introduced at nodes in T which are not

in S. In the reverse control flow graph, this computation

can be described equationally as follows. Extend the def-

inition of conds to sets of nodes in the natural way: if S

is a set of nodes, let conds(s) be the set U,,c,$ conds(s).

Let source be a function that, given an edge, returns the

source of the edge; this function too can be extended to sets

of edges in the natural way. The @function placement prob-

lem can be reduced to the following problem on the reverse

C’FG: given a set of nodes S, compute the smallest set of

nodes T such that T = S U source(conds(T)),

First, consider the problem of using the AP’T data struc-

ture to compute conds(lV) where lV is a set of nodes known

before any queries are made. To avoid visiting tree nodes

repeatedly during querying, it is desirable to sort the nodes

in N by level in the tree, and query the nodes of N in

bottom-up order. A node in the tree is marked when it is

queried, and the query procedure of Figure 5 is modified so

that it never visits nodes below a marked node. Therefore,

the time for querying all the nodes in N is proportional to

the sum of the number of nodes visited and the number of

paths in the Lu lists of these nodes. In the worst case, every

nocle in the tree is visited, in which case, using Equation 6,

we can see that the total time for querying is

Q = O(IVI+ IAI + lV1/a). (7)

Since 1.41 < ll?l in our context, this bound can be writ-

ten as O(ll?l + (1 + I/a)/VI), which, for constant a, is

proportional to program size. Sorting the set N initially by

level can be done by a breadth-first walk of the tree, so it

can be dlone in time 0( IV I). Therefore, we can find the

set conds (N) for a set of nodes N in time proportional to

program size.

If N is given online, we cannot sort it before starting

queries. However, as long as nodes are presented for query-

ing in order of decreasing level number, the approach dis-

cussed above can be used. To accomplish this in our context,

we mainlain a priority queue [CLR92] of nodes that must be

queried; the key for the priority queue is level number in the

tree, Initially, this priority queue contains only the nodes in

S. At each step, a node w of highest level (farthest from

the root) is extracted from the priority queue, and a query

is made in the APLT data structure with that node; if there

is a node u in source (conds(to )) but which is not in the

output set, it is added to the output set, and then inserted

into the priority queue. From Theorem 1, it follows that the

level of u is less than or equal to the level of to. Therefore,

querying a node at level 1can never cause the insertion of a

node at a level strictly greater than 1into the priority queue.

The priority queue can be implemented using a heap,

which gives O(log( k )) time per operation, where k, the

number of keys, is the height of the tree [CLR92]; a more

sophisticated data structure due to van Erode Boas et al

gives O(log(log(k)) time per operation [VEBKZ77]. Prior-
ity queues are more general than what we need since we can

guarantee that insertions always occur ‘behind’ extractions.

Sreedhar and Gao have pointed out that an array of size k

suffices [Sf395]; in this array, each element is a linked list of
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nodes, at the corresponding level, that must be queried. A

node at level 1is inserted into the priority queue by append-

ing it to the list of nodes at array element 1; this gives 0(1)

time for each insertion. To extract a node with maximum

level number, the array elements are scanned by decreas-

ing level number till a non-nil linked list is found; this gives

O(k) time for extractions. However, since insertions always

occur behind extractions, the extraction process always ad-

vances monotonically through the array towards decreasing

level number, so the total time for inserting and extracting

nodes during the computation is bounded by 0( \V\).
The algorithm is described in Figure 10. The input to

Procedure ~-placement is the set of nodes containing real as-

signments to some variable; the output is the set of nodes that

should contain real or dummy assignments to the variable.

The running time of the algorithm is proportional to the size

of the program. This is an improvement over the original

algorithm of Cytron et al which has a worst-case time com-

plexity that is quadratic in the size of the program [CFR+9 1].

Cytron and Ferrante have used path compression to design

another algorithm with 0(1171 a( l17\)) complexity [CF93],

but this algorithm is rather complicated. Johnson and Pingali

have designed an 0(\ El ) algorithm for ~-function place-

ment [JP93], using the dependence flow graph [PBJ+9 1].

Just as building the SSA form can be reduced to an iterated

conds computation, building the dependence flow graph

can be reduced to an iterated cdequiv computation, and

can be done in 0( IE I) time per variable. However, this

approach cannot be extended to compute sparse dataflow

evaluator graphs. Recently, Sreedhar and Gao have used

a data structure called the D.1-graph to design a fast algo-

rithm that takes 0( IE I) time for ~-function placement, and

for computing sparse dataflow evaluator graphs. Their al-

gorithm uses an 0( IEI ) query procedure for finding conds

sets. In contrast, our approach requires a small amount of

preprocessing to build the A’P7 data structure, the pay-off

being proportional time access to conds sets. The algorithm

of Cytron et al can be viewed as one extreme of our algo-

rithm, when there is full caching of dominance frontiers;

similarly, the Sreedhar and Gao algorithm can be viewed

as the other extreme of our algorithm, when no caching is

performed. One final remark is in order — although the

running time of the algorithm in Figure 10 is 0( IE I), the

algorithm may not be optimal since its running time is not

necessarily proportional to the size of the output. Is there an

optimal algorithm for SSA construction?

6 Conclusions and Related Work

Control dependence was first defined by Ferrante, Otten-

stein and Warren [FOW87]. They also described the con-

trol dependence graph, and gave an optimal algorithm for

cd queries, which used the postdominator tree to enumer-

ate cd sets in proportional time. Cytron, Ferrante and

Sarkar described quadratic time algorithms for conds and

Procedure @placement (N: set of nodes);
,

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:
11:

% A’P’T data structure on reverse CFG is global

Create a Priority Queue PQ;

Insert nodes in set N into PQ;

In tree 7’, mark all nodes belonging to set N;

while PQ is not empty do

q := ExtractMax(pQ);

output q;

QueryIncr(q);

od ;

Delete marks from nodes in T;

Procedure QueryIncr(QueryNode);

{
1: VisitIncr(QueryNode, QueryNode);

}
Procedure VisitIncr(QueryNode,VkitNode);

{
1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

17:

18:

19:

20:
21:

}

for each route i in L [VisitNode]

in list order do

let .4[i] be [b, t);

let reverse CFG edge corresponding to

Route i be u ~ b;

if t is strict ancestor of QueryNode

then if t{ is not marked

then

Mark u;

Insert u into PQ;

endif;

else break; 9?0 exit from the loop

od ;

if VkitNode is not a boundary node

then

for each child C of VisitNode

do

if C is not marked

then VkiitIncr(QueryNode,C);

od ;
endif;

Figure 10: Computing Iterated Dominance Frontiers
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cdequiv queries [CFS90]. Sreedhar and Gao investigated

the conds problem using their DJ-graph representation, but

this approach did not reduce the asymptotic complexity of

conds computation [SGL94]. The cdequiv problem for

reducible control flow graphs was solved by Ball [Ba193]

who needed both dominator and postdominator informa-

tion in his solution; subsequently, Podgurski gave a linear-

time algorithm for~orward control dependence equivalence,

which is a special case of general control dependence equiv-

alence [Pod93]. The general cdequiv problem was solved

finally by Johnson, Pearson and Pingali who designed an op-

timal algorithm which required 0( IEl ) preprocessing time

and space, and which enumerated cdequiv sets in pro-

portional time [JPP94]. This algorithm requires neither

dominator nor postdominator information, and permits the

computation of the cdequi.v relation in less time than it

takes to compute the postdominance relation !

There are many alternatives to the zone construction al-

gorithm given here. For example, instead of searching the

subtree below a query node for the bottom ends of chariot

routes, we can search the path from the query node to END for

the top ends of relevant chariot routes. In general, there is a

trade-off between the sophistication of the query procedure

and the amount of caching in AKT, for a given query time.

For example, we can use cdequiv information in answering

conds queries. It can be shown that the nodes in a cdequiv

equivalence class are ordered by the ancestor relation in the

postdominator tree [JPP94]. Given a query conds(v), we

can answer instead the query conds(w) where w is the node

in the cdequiv class of v that is lowest is the tree; this

lets the query procedure avoid examining nodes on the path

[v, w), which can be exploited during zone construction to

reduce caching.

Although we have used the term caching to describe

APT, note that most caching techniques for search prob-

lems, such as memorization and related ideas used in the the-

orem proving community [Mic68, SS93], perform caching

at run time (query time). In contrast, caching in ART is

performed during preprocessing, and the data structure is

not modified by query processing. This permits us to get a

grip on storage requirements, which is difficult to do with

run time approaches, Finally, we note that there is a deep

connection between APT, and the use of factoring to re-

duce the size of the CDG [CFS90]. Factoring identifies

nodes that have control dependence in common, and cre-

ates representations which permit control dependence to be

shared by multiple nodes. The simplest kind of factoring

exploits cdequiv sets. If p nodes are in a cdequiv set,

and have q routes in common, we can introduce a junction

node, connect the q routes to the junction, and introduce

edges from the junction to each of the p nodes. In this way,

the number of edges in the data structure is reduced from
p * q top+ q. Exploitation of cdequiv information alone

is not adequate to reduce the asymptotic size of the graph,

but the idea of sharing routes can be extended — for ex-

ample, factoring is possible when the routes containing a

node VI area subset of the routes containing node V2. How-

ever, no factorization to date has reduced worst-case space

requirements, To place the APT data structure in perspec-

tive, note that it can be viewed as a factored representation

since a route is cached just once per zone, and that entry

is shared by all nodes in the zone. However, there is an

important difference between the traditional approaches to

factorization, and the one that we have adopted in APT.

In previous factorization, every route encountered during

query processing is reported as output. In our approach,

the query procedure may encounter some irrelevant routes

which must be ‘filtered out’, but there is a guarantee that

the number of irrelevant routes encountered during query

prc)cessing is at most some constant fraction of the actual

output. By permitting this slack in the query procedure,

we are successful in reducing space and preprocessing time

requirements without affecting asymptotic query time.

More generally, the approach to conds described in this

paper can be viewed as an example of Chazelle’s jiltered

search [Cha86], a technique used in computational geometry

to solve range search problems. In these problems, a set of

geometrical objects in R~ is given. A query is made in the

form a connected region in R~, and all objects intersecting

this region must be enumerated. To draw the analogy, we

can view the routes in our problem as geometric objects,

and we can view the query node as the analog of the query

region; clearly, the conds problem asks for enumeration of

all ‘objects’ that intersect the query ‘range’. Filtered search

exploits the fact that to report k objects, it takes Q(k) time.

Therefore, we can invest O(k) time in an adaptive search

technique that is relatively less efficient for large k than

it is for small k. In our solution to the conds problem,

nodes contained in a large number of routes are allowed

to be in -zones with a large number of nodes; therefore, a

quely at such a node may visit a large number of nodes,

but this overhead is amortized over the size of the output.

Correspondingly, the search procedure visits a small number

of nodes if the query node has only a small amount of output.

This kincl of search procedure with adaptive caching may

prove useful in solving other problems in the context of

restructuring compilers.
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